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I-  Introduction: 
The arrival of humanitarian aid to besieged regions is con-
sidered one of the simplest forms of cessation of hostilities 
from our point of view. Although what is achieved in this 
regard is hardly mentioned; compared with the cease of 
the siege. As the issuance of several previous resolutions 
of the Security Council that emphasized the need for the 
delivery of humanitarian assistance since resolution 2139 
of 22 February 2014 and resolution 2165 of 14 July 2014, 
however, the actual application had not been achieved. 
Then, the negotiating process through the Security Coun-
cil resolution, 2,455 of 18 December 2015 took place, in 
addition to a new Security Council resolution 2268 of 26 
February 2016 reaffirmed: «to immediately allow the en-
trance of humanitarian aid quickly, safely, and unimpeded 
to all parts and districts of Syria and through the shortest 
way and to allow the immediate access of humanitarian 
assistance to all those in need, particularly in all the be-
sieged areas which are difficult to access» . Besides, the 
statement of the cessation of hostilities is supposed to pave 
the way for the process of building confidence that leads 
to political movement toward democracy.
On this basis, it is supposed of the governmental forces 
(the army, local and foreign militias) to respond as it is the 
main cause of the siege and the starvation of the opposi-
tion areas. However, in this report, we stress that «Daraya» 
did not receive any assistance so far and the termination of 
aid to «Al Wa›er Neighborhood» is still taking place since 
10 March 2106 till present. This does not mean that the 
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rest of regions are better; first because the aids are never enough, second and most 
importantly, the siege must be stopped completely in accordance with the laws of 
International Humanitarian Law and the Security Council for all of the regions. We 
reaffirm that the areas mentioned by the recent Security Council resolution 2268 
Paragraph No. 6 that assume its responsibilities in this regard, because the current 
Syrian Government still requires from the United Nations, implementing partners 
and any relief organizations, to obtain the consent to enter the besieged areas, and 
they are often rejected after passing the extremely complex deliberate, rather than 
to facilitate access of such assistance.

Fadel Abdul Ghani, director of the SNHR states:
«Every siege imposed on some regions in addition to the prevention of humanitar-
ian assistance is a clear and continuous violation to the statement of the cessation 
of hostilities, and this will lead to the collapse of the statement. The Syrian regime 
must bear the direct responsibility. Moreover, it seems that this is what they (Syr-
ian Regime) aspires to through the continuation of the blockade, the perpetration of 
massacres in the «Ma’arat Al Naaman» and «Kafr Nabel» as well as to the bombing 
of the civil defense headquarters in «Al Atareb», and the continuation of the torture 
of detainees to death, and finally the starvation of the besieged individuals.»

II- Details:
A: Daraya City:
Daraya city administratively belongs to the Governorate of Damascus› countryside. 
It is one of the biggest cities in «Western Al Ghouta», which is under the control 
of the opposition armed factions. The governmental forces imposed a blockade on 
the city since mid-November 2012, after a wide military campaign and that is still 
continuous up till now. At the beginning of February 2016, government forces man-
aged to segregate Daraya town from «Al Ma›damiya» due to the several months of 
escalating of the military operation on the western Al Ghouta causing the increase 
of suffering of at least 8,300 people who were still trapped in accordance with the 
local council of Daraya. The situation of health and living conditions deteriorated 
for the people who relied on some crops and vegetation indicative.
Daraya is considered as the only region that did not receive any aids or relief con-
voys, the siege is not terminated and its methodology has never changed. On Satur-
day 16 April 2016 a delegation from the Office of the Department of Humanitarian 
Affairs of the United Nations entered Daraya city, for the sake of viewing and sur-
veillance and meet people and civil defense, without introducing any aid.
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Mr. Ma›an, one of the members of the medical staff within the city, spoke with 
SNHR and stated:
«None of the aid convoys entered to Daraya since November 2012 even after the 
application of the cessation of hostilities. We did not receive any food or medicine. 
Water and electricity services are suspended since 4 years and we are counting on 
water from wells and the situation of the medical and health became contemptuous 
especially after the separation of the city from Al-Moudameya town, which consti-
tuted the simple ports to get some of the food.
We have more than 600 births without vaccines and there is only one civil Hospital 
for more than 8 thousand people. In addition to the great shortage in materials and 
medical supplies and medicines; we have hundreds of patients who have chronic 
diseases such as diabetes, renal insufficiency as well as to the diagnosis of several 
cases of cancer patients»

B: Al Wa›er Neighborhood:
It is located in the west district of Homs city, extended on an area of 3 km2. It is 
under the control of the opposition armed factions.  About 100 thousand people live 
there, mostly displaced of south Homs districts and the revival of the old Homs. 
Government forces imposed a blockade on the district since 10 October 2013 and it 
is still continuous up till now. The military barriers surrounding the district prevent 
the entrance the food, medicine, fuel, except in rare cases, as being under pressure 
and blackmailing.
Surrounded by the neighborhood, several points of military centers: Military Academy 
and the military hospital, military forces stationed in the groves of «Al Wa›er», in addi-
tion to armed Shiite militias stationed in the villages, «Alzerzorih» and «Al Mazra›a»
On 1November 2015, there have been a truce agreement between government forc-
es on a side and the factions of the armed opposition on the other side, under the 
auspices of the United Nations. The most prominent conditions of the truce agree-
ment is the cease-fire between the two parties and opening the crossing of «Al Mo-
handiseen Round-point» fully for entering the food aid and medical materials and 
the movement of civilians from and to the district as well as the release of approxi-
mately 7,000 detainees. Some of the terms of the Agreement were implemented 
such as to cease-fire and the opening of the crossing points.
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The settlement agreement lasted until Saturday, 10 March 2016, as the governmen-
tal forces resumed closing the crossings and prevented the entry of food and medi-
cal supplies, and the movement of civilians except university students and govern-
ment officials what increased the suffering of the civilian population and the retreat 
of the living situation and health of the population and lost the basic materials such 
as bread, salt, sugar.

Muhannad, one of the residents in Al Wa›er coastline and a local activist spoke 
to SNHR and stated: 
«The military barrier forbids the entering of any food, medical materials and the 
delegations of the United Nations and the Red Cross did not succeed to enter or ever 
to deliver the blood bags, lost in the district.
The medical situation became disastrous. Gauzes are no longer available and doc-
tors in the field hospitals started to use pieces of cloth shrouds or the curtains, as 
well as the medical needles became used several times. Moreover, the materials 
necessary to operate the blood analysis aren’t available anymore what led to the 
deterioration of the pleasant nephropathy.
Bread became one of the citizens’ dreams as they are living today without food or 
medicine, and electricity is off since more than 42 days. Not only violating the truce 
agreement but also our neighborhood have been targeted twice during April, one of 
them hit by a surface to surface missile and a mortar shell»

III- Conclusions and Recommendations:
This report, previous reports, and studies prepared by SNHR about the besieged ar-
eas, have shown that the Syrian government pursued vigorously and systematically 
imposed siege with the aim to let them surrender or die of hunger. The sick children 
and women, particularly pregnant women are subjected to redoubled threats. All 
this is a flagrant violation of international humanitarian law and war crimes.

To the international Security Council:
Apply the relevant decisions for the sake of delivery of humanitarian assistance and 
the termination of the blockade is a must, as nothing happened so far in this regard. 
The US government, Russia:
The pressure to realize fully the most basic requirement in the statement of the ces-
sation of hostilities 
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